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Abstract
We study Borel ideals I on N with the Fre´chet property such that its orthogonal I⊥ is also
Borel (where A ∈ I⊥ iff A ∩B is finite for all B ∈ I and I is Fre´chet if I = I⊥⊥). Let B be the
smallest collection of ideals on N containing the ideal of finite sets and closed under countable
direct sums and orthogonal. All ideals in B are Fre´chet, Borel and have Borel orthogonal. We
show that B has exactly ℵ1 non isomorphic members. The family B can be characterized as the
collection of all Borel ideals which are isomorphic to an ideal of the form Iwf↾ A, where Iwf is
the ideal on N<ω generated by the wellfounded trees. Also, we show that A ⊆ Q is scattered iff
WO(Q) ↾ A is isomorphic to an ideal in B, where WO(Q) is the ideal of well founded subsets
of Q. We use the ideals in B to construct ℵ1 pairwise non homeomorphic countable sequential
spaces whose topology is analytic.
Keywords: Borel ideals, Fre´chet property, scattered sets, analytic sequential spaces.
Subjclass[2000] Primary and Secondary: 03E15, 03E05.
1 Introduction
Given a collection A of subsets of N, the orthogonal of A is the following family of sets
A⊥ = {B ⊆ N : (∀A ∈ A)(A ∩B is finite)}.
In this paper we study some structural properties of pairs (I, I⊥) (also called, a gap) where I is an
ideal of subsets of N, that is to say, I is a non empty collection of subsets of N closed under finite
unions and taking subsets of its elements. The motivation of our work comes from some results
about definable pairs of orthogonal families. The word definable refers to the descriptive complexity
of the family as a subset of the Cantor cube 2N (by the usual identification of a subset of N with its
characteristic function). It is in that sense that we talk about Borel, analytic or co-analytic ideals.
For instance, if I is Borel (or analytic), then I⊥ is (at most) co-analytic.
There has been growing interest in the study of pairs (A,B) of orthogonal families (i.e, A ⊆ B⊥)
because of its natural connection with gaps in the quotient algebra P(N)/Fin and its applications
to problems in analysis and topology (see [1, 2, 3, 8, 21, 22, 25] and the references therein). For
instance, let K be a separable compact subset of Baire class 1 functions on a Polish space (also
called a (separable) Rosenthal compactum). Let (fn)n be a dense subset of K which accumulates
to a function f in K. Consider the ideal If on N given by A ∈ If , if f belongs to the closure
∗Partially supported by the CDCHTA grant # SE-C-03-12-05 from Universidad de Los Andes, Me´rida, Venezuela.
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of {fn : n ∈ A}. From the work of Krawczyk [13] and Todorcˇevic´ [22, 23] we know that several
interesting topological properties of K are equivalent to structural or combinatorial properties of
the ideal If . For example, Todorcˇevic´ [22, Corollary 7.52] showed that If is a selective ideal (see
the definition in §2), which is the combinatorial counterpart of the fact that K is bisequential.
In addition, Todorcˇevic´ and Avile´s in [4] gave a description of some special classes of separable
Rosenthal compacta in terms of a combinatorial structure called strong n-gaps [2], which is a
generalization of pairs of the form (I, I⊥). In a more general setting, Krawczyk [13] and Todorcˇevic´
[22, 23] have shown that if I is a selective analytic ideal not countably generated, then I⊥ is a
complete co-analytic set (see also [8]). Another example of the type of results that motivates our
work is a theorem of Todorcˇevic´ that says that an analytic p-ideal I is countably generated iff I⊥
is Borel [21, Theorem 7].
An ideal I is said to be Fre´chet if I = I⊥⊥. We will recall later the connection of this definition
with the more familiar notion of a Fre´chet topological space. Mathias [15] showed that every
selective analytic ideal is Fre´chet (see also [23, Theorem 7.53]). But the converse is not true. So
our initial motivation was to study Fre´chet ideals such that I and I⊥ are both analytic. Since sets
that are analytic and co-analytic are Borel, we will study Fre´chet Borel ideals with Borel orthogonal,
that is, Borel gaps [21]. For example, a countably generated ideal satisfies these conditions. The
next observation is that a countable direct sum ⊕nIn of Fre´chet Borel ideals is also Borel and
Fre´chet, moreover, its orthogonal (⊕nIn)
⊥ is also Borel. Our first result is the following
Theorem I. The smallest collection B of ideals on N containing the ideal of finite sets and closed
under countable direct sums and the operation of taking orthogonal has exactly ℵ1 non isomorphic
Fre´chet ideals. Moreover, all ideals in B have complexity Fσδ.
We will define a sequence Pα for α < ω1 of ideals such that an ideal belongs to B iff it is
isomorphic to one of the following: Pα, P
⊥
α or Pα ⊕ P
⊥
α . To give an example, let’s denote by FIN
the ideal of finite sets and by Iω the countable direct sum of copies of an ideal I (note this is
not the usual Fubini power of ideals). Then P0 = P(N), P1 = FINω and P2 = ((FINω)⊥)ω. P2
is the simplest example of a Fre´chet ideal J such that J and J⊥ are non isomorphic Borel ideals
and neither one is countably generated. We should also mention that the ideals in B are the only
examples we know of Fre´chet Borel ideals with Borel orthogonal.
The problem of constructing Fre´chet ideals with special properties or uncountable families of
pairwise non isomorphic Fre´chet ideals on N has been addressed in the literature [10, 11, 17, 18, 25].
Those constructions usually make use of almost disjoint families of size the continuum and, in
general, the filters produced are not definable or at least non Borel. For instance, a typical Fre´chet
ideal is given by A⊥ where A is an almost disjoint family of infinite subsets of N. When A is
analytic, Mathias [15] showed that the ideal generated by A is selective and by the results of
Todorcˇevic´ [23, Theorem 7.53] and Krawczyk [13], A⊥ is Borel only if A is countable (see also [8]).
In contrast with this, the collection B consists of Fre´chet Borel ideals.
It is known that a Fre´chet analytic ideal fails to be selective iff some restriction of it is isomorphic
to P1 = FIN
ω [25, Corollary 4.5]. Moreover, if I is a selective ideal and I↾A is isomorphic to an
ideal in B, then I ↾ A is isomorphic to either P(N), FIN or (FINω)⊥ (these three ideals and their
direct finite sums are the only selective ideals in B). Thus it seems natural to investigate, for a
given Fre´chet ideal I, which ideals in B appear as a restriction of I. To illustrate further this idea
we need to recall the definition of two well known ideals.
Let’s denote by Iwf the ideal on N<ω (the collection of finite sequences of integers) generated
by the well founded trees on N. Iwf is a complete co-analytic subset of 2N
<ω
. In [8, 13] it was made
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clear the important role played by Iwf in the study of the descriptive complexity of orthogonal
families. We will show the following.
Theorem II. Every member of B is isomorphic to some restriction of Iwf .
In view of the last result, it is natural to investigate which restriction of an ideal belongs to B.
The following theorem seems to indicate that the collection B could play a critical role for studying
the complexity of Fre´chet ideals.
Theorem III. Let I be either Iwf , WO(Q) or J⊥ with J an analytic selective ideal. The following
are equivalent.
(i) I↾A is isomorphic to an ideal in B.
(ii) I↾A is Borel.
There is an analogy between the collection B and the hierarchy of countable scattered linear
orders given by the classical Hausdorff’s theorem. In fact, we show that A ⊆ Q is scattered iff
WO(Q)↾A is isomorphic to an ideal in B. However, the ideals WO(Q) and Iwf are structurally
very different, since WO(Q) is isomorphic to its orthogonal and this is not true for Iwf .
We would like to recall the reason for calling Fre´chet an ideal I such that I = I⊥⊥. To each ideal
I on N we associate a topology on X = N∪{∞} where each n ∈ N is isolated and the neighborhoods
of ∞ are all sets of the form V ∪ {∞} with V in the dual filter of I. A topological space Z is said
to be Fre´chet, if whenever A ⊆ Z and z ∈ A, there is a sequence (zn)n in A converging to z. It is
easy to verify that X, with the topology defined above, is Fre´chet iff I is Fre´chet: Just notice that
a sequence S ⊆ N converges to ∞ iff S ∈ I⊥.
When both the topology of a space X (in the example above, given by the ideal I) and the
convergence relation (given by I⊥) are Borel, we could say that the space X is definable in a strong
sense. The result of Krawczyk about Rosenthal compacta [13] says that this is not the case when
the compactum is not first countable. Nevertheless, Debs [6, 7] has shown that there is a Borel set
that codes the convergence relation in a Rosenthal compactum. In the last section we shall see how
the ideals in B can be used to construct a family of size ℵ1 of pairwise non homeomorphic countable
sequential spaces such that both the topology and the convergence relation are Borel and yet all of
them have sequential order ω1. The spaces we construct are homeomorphic to some subspaces of
Cp(NN). This will answer a question posed in [25].
Finally, we would like to state some questions left open in this paper. The main issue is whether
a Fre´chet ideal I such that I and I⊥ are both Borel is necessarily isomorphic to an ideal in B, that
is, whether B is a complete list of Borel gaps. If that is not the case, are all Borel Fre´chet ideals
with Borel orthogonal Fσδ? Of bounded complexity? Are there continuum many non-isomorphic
such ideals?
2 Preliminaries and notation
The set N<ω will denote the set of finite sequences of integers and |s| denotes the length of the
sequence s ∈ N<ω. The set Nω will denote the set of infinite sequences of integers. We will say
that a sequence s ∈ N<ω extends a sequence t ∈ N<ω, denote t  s, if for all i < |t| we have
that s(i) = t(i). A tree is a collection of sequences downward closed under . Given a finite
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sequence t and an integer n we denote the sequence 〈t(0), . . . , t(|t| − 1), n〉 by t⌢n. If A is a
subset of N<ω, 〈A〉 denotes the tree generated A, whereas At denotes the set {s ∈ A : t  s} and
Nt = {s ∈ N<ω : t  s} for each t ∈ N<ω.
An ideal over a set X is a family I of subsets of X that contains the empty set, it is closed under
taking subsets and finite unions. For convenience, we will allow the trivial ideal P(X) (i.e. when
X ∈ I). We will suppose that an ideal over X contains every finite subset of X. FIN denotes the
ideal of finite subsets of N and N[∞] the family of infinite subsets of N. An ideal I is selective [15] if
for all decreasing sequence of sets An 6∈ I for n ∈ N, there is B 6∈ I such that B\{0, · · · , n−1} ⊆ An
for all n ∈ B.
An ideal I on X is isomorphic to an ideal J on Y if there is a bijection f : X → Y such that
A ∈ I iff f [A] ∈ J ; this will be denoted by I ∼= J . If f is just an injection, we will write I →֒ J and
say that J has a copy of I and we will write I
f
→֒ J to denote that f is an isomorphic embedding
that witness I →֒ J . If K is a subset of X, the restriction of I to K, denoted by I ↾ K, is the ideal
on K consisting of all the subsets of K belonging to I.
A subset of a Polish space is called analytic if it is a continuous image of a Borel subset of a
Polish space. It is called co-analytic when its complement is analytic. By the usual identification
of subsets with characteristic functions, we can identify an ideal on N with a subset of the Cantor
cube 2N and thus it makes sense to say that an ideal is Borel, analytic, co-analytic, etc.
Let A be a collection of subsets of X, the orthogonal A⊥ of A was defined in the introduction.
This terminology is taken from [21]. Two families of sets A and B are orthogonal if A ⊆ B⊥. It
is easy to verify that I⊥ = I⊥⊥⊥ and I ⊆ I⊥⊥. An ideal I has the Fre´chet property or just is a
Fre´chet ideal, if I = I⊥⊥.
Let {Kn : n ∈ F} be a partition of X, where F ⊆ N. For n ∈ F , let In be an ideal on Kn. The
direct sum, denoted by
⊕
n∈F
In, is defined by
A ∈
⊕
n∈F
In ⇔ (∀n ∈ F )(A ∩Kn ∈ In).
In general, given a sequence of ideals In over a countable set Xn, we define ⊕nIn by taking a
partition {Kn : n ∈ N} of N and an isomorphic copy I ′n of In on Kn and let ⊕nIn be ⊕nI
′
n. It
should be clear that ⊕nIn is, up to isomorphism, independent of the partition and the copy used.
If all In are equal to I we will write I
ω instead of ⊕nIn.
For example, if we sum infinite many times the ideal FIN we get FINω a well known ideal,
sometimes denoted by ∅×FIN. Its orthogonal FINω⊥, sometimes is denoted by FIN×∅. Those ideals
play a crucial role for the general study of analytic ideals ([9, 20]). Moreover, the topological space
associate to FINω (as explained in the introduction) is the sequential fan, which is the prototypical
example of a non first countable Fre´chet space.
We present some basic facts about ⊕ that will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1 Let I, J and K be ideals.
(i) I ⊕ J = J ⊕ I.
(ii) (I ⊕ J)⊕K ∼= I ⊕ (J ⊕K).
(iii) Parts (i) and (ii) also hold for infinite sums.
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(iv) (I ⊕ J)⊥ ∼= I⊥ ⊕ J⊥.
Lemma 2.2 Let {Kn : n ∈ N} be a partition of a countable set X with each Kn infinite. Let In
be an ideal on Kn for each n ∈ N.
(i) If each In is Borel, then ⊕nIn is also Borel.
(ii)
A ∈ (⊕nIn)
⊥ ⇔ (∃k ∈ N)(A ⊆ ∪i≤kKi and (∀i ≤ k) A ∩Ki ∈ I⊥i )
⇔ [(∀i ∈ N)(A ∩Ki ∈ I⊥i )] and [(∃n ∈ N)(∀i > n)(A ∩Ki = ∅)].
(iii) If I⊥n is Borel for each n, then (⊕nIn)
⊥ is also Borel.
(iv) If In is Fσδ for all n, then so are ⊕nIn and (⊕nIn)
⊥,
Lemma 2.3 If In is Fre´chet for all n, then ⊕nIn is Fre´chet.
Proof: Let (Kn)n be the partition of N that defines ⊕nIn. Take an infinite set A ⊆ N that is not
in ⊕nIn. Then, there is n0 ∈ N such that A ∩Kn0 /∈ In0 . Since In0 is Fre´chet, there is an infinite
set B ⊆ A ∩Kn0 belonging to I
⊥
n0
. It is clear that B is also in (⊕nIn)
⊥. 
Now we define two ideals that play an important role in our results. Consider the ideal Iwf
generated by the well founded trees on N. We will call a set A ⊆ N<ω well founded if it belongs to
Iwf , that is to say, if there is a wellfounded tree T such that A ⊆ T . Obviously, this is equivalent
to say that the tree generated by A is well founded. The orthogonal of Iwf is the ideal Id generated
by the finitely branching trees on N, or equivalently, Id consists of sets which are dominated by a
branch:
A ∈ Id ⇔ ∃α ∈ N
ω∀s ∈ A∀i < |s|(s(i) ≤ α(i))
The ideal Iwf is a complete co-analytic set [8] while the ideal Id is easily seen to be Fσδ .
3 The family B
One of the main purposes of this work is to study the smallest collection B of ideals on N containing
FIN and closed under the operation of taking countable sums and orthogonal. In this section we
give a precise characterization of the ideals belonging to B and in particular we show that B has
exactly ℵ1 non isomorphic elements. All ideals in B are Borel and Fre´chet; moreover, we will see
later that the members of B have Borel complexity at most Fσδ .
The members of B are, by definition, ideals on N, but we will regard B as if it were closed under
isomorphism, thus when we say that an ideal I over a countable set X belongs to B, we actually
mean that I is isomorphic to an ideal in B. To state our results we define by recursion a sequence
of ideals Pα and Qα for α < ω1. For every limit ordinal α < ω1 we fix an increasing sequence (υ
α
n )n
of ordinals such that supn(υ
α
n) = α.
(i) P0 = P(N) and Q0 = P⊥0 = FIN.
(ii) Pα+1 = (P
⊥
α )
ω.
(iii) Pα = ⊕nP
⊥
υαn
, for α < ω1 a limit ordinal.
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(iv) Qα = P
⊥
α for every α < ω1.
The following result follows immediately from the definition of Pα.
Lemma 3.1 For each α < ω1 there is a partition of (Kn)n of N such that, letting In = Pα ↾ Kn,
we have:
(i) If α = β + 1, then Pα = ⊕nIn and In ∼= Qβ for all n.
(ii) If α is a limit ordinal, then Pα = ⊕nIn, and In ∼= Qυαn for all n.

It should be clear that the definition of Pα, α < ω1 is, up to isomorphism, independent of the
partition used. On the other hand, we will show below that for α limit it is also independent of the
sequence (υαn)n.
For instance, a standard copy of P1 = FIN
ω is defined on N2 as follows: A ∈ P1 iff {m ∈ N :
(n,m) ∈ A} is finite for all n ∈ N. Therefore A ∈ P⊥1 iff there is n such that A ⊆ ∪
n
k=0{k} × N.
Our first result about B is the following.
Theorem 3.2 Every ideal in B is isomorphic to either Pα, Qα or Pα ⊕Qα for some α < ω1.
The proof consists in showing that the collection of all ideals isomorphic to either Pα, Qα or
Pα ⊕Qα (for some α < ω1) is closed under finite or countable direct sums and orthogonal.
Lemma 3.3 (i) Pα ⊕ Pβ ∼= Pα, if β ≤ α.
(ii) Qα ⊕Qβ ∼= Qα, if β ≤ α.
(iii) Pα ⊕Qβ ∼= Pα, if β < α.
(iv) Qα ⊕ Pβ ∼= Qα, if β < α.
Proof: By passing to the orthogonal and using Lemma 2.1 we get that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
The same occurs with (iii) and (iv). The rest of the proof is by induction on α. The result is obvious
for α = 0. It is easy to see that P1⊕P1 ∼= P1 ∼= P1⊕Q0. Now we show that P1⊕P0 ∼= P1. Consider
the standard copy of P1 defined above and the function f : N ∪ N2 → N2 given by f(n) = (n, 0),
f(n,m) = (n,m + 1). It is left to the reader to check that f is an isomorphism between P0 ⊕ P1
and P1.
Suppose the result holds for all ordinals smaller than α.
(i). Let β < α. We show that Pα⊕Pβ ∼= Pα. If α is a limit ordinal, then Pα = ⊕nQυαn . Therefore,
there must be n0 ∈ N such that β < υαn0 < α. By the induction hypothesis Qυαn0 ⊕ Pβ
∼= Qυαn0 .
Hence
(⊕nQυαn )⊕ Pβ = ⊕n 6=noQυαn ⊕ (Qυαn0 ⊕ Pβ)
∼= (⊕nQυαn ) (1)
Suppose now that α = µ + 1. Then Pα = Q
ω
µ . There are two cases to consider. If β < µ, by the
induction hypothesis, we have that Qµ⊕Pβ ∼= Qµ and, as in (1), we get that Q
ω
µ ⊕Pβ
∼= Qωµ . Now,
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if β = µ, we have that Pβ = ⊕nQξn , where ξn < µ (no matter if µ is limit or not). By the inductive
hypothesis, Qµ ⊕Qξn
∼= Qµ and therefore
Qωµ ⊕ Pβ = Q
ω
µ ⊕⊕nQξn
∼= ⊕n(Qµ ⊕Qξn)
∼=Qωµ (2)
Thus, we have shown that Pα ⊕ Pβ ∼= Pα for β < α.
Now we show Pα ⊕ Pα ∼= Pα. The argument is similar. If α is limit, we argue as in (2). And
for α = µ+ 1, we use that J⊥ ⊕ J⊥ ∼= (J ⊕ J)⊥.
(iii). The proof is entirely similar and is left to the reader.

Lemma 3.4 Let (ξ)n be a sequence of countable ordinals and α = supn ξn (including the case
ξn = α for some n).
(i) (Pβ)
ω ∼= Pβ for all β < ω1.
(ii) Suppose ξn < α and In ∈ {Qξn , Pξn , Qξn ⊕ Pξn} for all n. Then Pα
∼= ⊕nIn.
(iii) ⊕nPξn
∼= Pα.
(iv) ⊕nQξn is equivalent to either Pα+1, Pα or Pα ⊕Qα.
Proof: (i) Suppose first that β = µ + 1 is a successor ordinal. By Lemma 3.3 (ii) we have
Qµ ⊕Qµ ∼= Qµ. Therefore, (Pµ+1)
ω = ((Qµ)
ω)ω ∼= (Qµ ⊕Qµ)
ω ∼= (Qµ)
ω = Pµ+1.
Now suppose that β is a limit ordinal. By definition, Pβ = ⊕nQυβn and β = supn υ
β
n . Pick an
increasing sequence (nk)k of integers such that υ
β
k < υ
β
nk for all k. By Lemma 3.3, Pυβ
k
+1
⊕Q
υ
β
nk
∼=
Q
υ
β
nk
for all k. Let A = N \ {nk : k ∈ N}. It is easy to verify the following
(Pβ)
ω ∼= ⊕(Q
υ
β
n
)ω and (Pβ)
ω ∼= Pβ ⊕ (Pβ)
ω.
From this and the fact that, by definition, (Q
υ
β
n
)ω = P
υ
β
n+1
for all n, we have
(Pβ)
ω ∼= (⊕nQυβn )⊕ (⊕nPυβn+1)
∼= (⊕n∈AQυβn
)⊕ (⊕kPυβ
k
+1
⊕Q
υ
β
nk
)
∼= (⊕n∈AQυβn
)⊕ (⊕kQυβnk
)
∼= Pβ .
(ii) First we show that we can assume that (ξn)n is strictly increasing. Let n0 = 0 and nk+1 =
min{m : ξnk < ξm}. Notice that (ξnk)k is strictly increasing. By Lemma 3.3, we have that for all
k
⊕{Im : nk−1 < m ≤ nk} ∼= Ink (where n−1 = −1).
By the same argument, we have that for any strictly increasing sequence (mk)k the following holds
⊕n In ∼= ⊕kImk (3)
Fix two increasing sequences (nk)k and (mk)k such that ξnk ≤ υ
α
mk
< ξnk+1 for all k. From (3) and
Lemma 3.3, we have
Pα = ⊕mQυαm
∼= ⊕kQυαmk
∼= ⊕k(Qυαmk+1
⊕ Ink)
∼= ⊕k(Qυαmk
⊕ Ink+1)
∼= ⊕kInk
∼= ⊕In.
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This finishes the proof of (ii).
Before proving (iii) and (iv) we introduce some notation. Let A = {n ∈ N : ξn = α}, B = N\A
and β = supn{ξn : n ∈ B}.
(iii) By induction on α. If α = 0, the result holds trivially since P0 ∼= (P0)
ω. Suppose it holds
for all ordinals smaller than α. We consider two cases. If A is empty, then α is a limit ordinal and
the result follows from part (ii). Suppose A is not empty. Then
⊕nPξn
∼= (⊕n∈APξn)⊕ (⊕n∈BPξn)
(if B is empty, we do not include the second summand). If A is infinite, then ⊕n∈APξn
∼= (Pα)
ω ∼= Pα
by part (i). From this, part (ii) and Lemma 3.3 we conclude ⊕nPξn
∼= Pα. When A is finite, the
argument is similar.
(iv) By induction on α. Let I = ⊕nQξn . If α = 0, then I is P1. If A is empty, then I
∼= Pα by
part (ii). Suppose A is non empty. Then we use an argument analogous to that used in the proof
of (iii). In fact, if A is finite, then I ∼= Pα ⊕Qα. If A is infinite, then I ∼= Pα+1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2: From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we have that the collection C of all ideals
isomorphic to either Pα, Qα or Pα ⊕ Qα, for some countable ordinal α, is closed under finite or
countable direct sums. Since (Pα)
⊥ = Qα, (Qα)
⊥ = Pα and (Pα⊕Qα)
⊥ ∼= P⊥α ⊕Q
⊥
α , then C is also
closed under orthogonal. Therefore C = B. 
Theorem 3.5 All members of B are Fre´chet of Borel complexity at most Fσδ.
Proof: From Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.3, every member of B is a Fre´chet ideal. Notice that
FIN is Fσδ (in fact Fσ) and ⊕In is Fσδ if each In is Fσδ . The rest follows from Theorem 3.2 and
Lemma 2.2. 
Most of ideals in B are complete Fσδ . Clearly P0 and Q0 are Fσ. It is well known that
P1 = FIN
ω is Fσδ-complete [12, pag. 179] and Q1 = (FIN
ω)⊥ is Fσ using Lemma 2.2. Now we take
J ∈ B \ {P0, Q0, P0 ⊕ Q0, P1, Q1, P1 ⊕Q1}, from Theorem 3.2 we have that FIN
ω ⊕ J ∼= J. Hence,
FIN
ω →֒ J and therefore FINω ≤W J (where ≤W is the Wadge reducibility relation [12]). Thus J is
Fσδ-complete.
From Theorem 3.2, we know there are, up to isomorphism, at most ℵ1 ideals in B. Now we will
show that the ideals Pα, Qα and Pα ⊕Qα are all non isomorphic. This is an inductive proof which
will be split in several lemmas.
Lemma 3.6 B is closed under restriction. Moreover, let I ∈ {Qα, Pα, Qα ⊕ Pα}, α < ω1 and
K ⊆ N infinite. Then I ↾ K belongs to {Qξ, Pξ , Qξ ⊕ Pξ} for some ξ ≤ α.
Proof: By induction on α. It suffices to show the result for the ideals Pα and Qα. The result
is obvious for α = 0. The proof follows from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and the following two
straightforward facts. (i) If {Kn : n ∈ N} is a partition of N, In an ideal over Kn and K ⊆ N an
infinite set, then
(⊕nIn) ↾ K ∼= ⊕n(In ↾ K ∩Kn).
(ii) If I is an ideal over N, then I⊥ ↾ K ∼= (I ↾ K)⊥. 
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Lemma 3.7 (i) Let ρ < ω1 and K ⊆ N infinite. Assume that Qρ ≇ Qξ ↾ E, for every ξ < ρ and
every infinite set E ⊆ N. Then, Qρ ≇ Pρ ↾ K.
(ii) Let ρ < ω1 and K ⊆ N infinite. Assume that Qρ ≇ Qξ ↾ E, for every ξ < ρ and every
infinite set E ⊆ N. Then, Qρ+1 ≇ Pρ ↾ K.
(iii) Let ρ < ω1. Assume that Qρ+1 ≇ Qρ ↾ E, for all infinite set E ⊆ N. Then, Qρ+1 ≇ Pρ⊕Qρ.
Proof: (i) It is trivially true that Q0 ≇ P0 ↾ K. Suppose α > 0 and let (ξn)n be a sequence of
ordinals such that Pρ = ⊕nQξn (note that every ξn is less than ρ regardless whether ρ is a limit or a
successor ordinal). Let {Kn : n ∈ N} be a partition of N such that Pρ ↾ Kn = Qξn for all n (Lemma
3.1). Thus Pρ ↾ K = ⊕nQξn ↾ (K ∩Kn). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that f : N → K is an
isomorphism witnessing Qρ ∼= Pρ ↾ K.
Let Ln be K∩Kn. We will define sequences of integers (pk)k, (nk)k, and (lk)k with the following
properties.
(1) (nk)k and (lk)k are increasing,
(2) pk ∈ Knk , for all k ∈ N and f(pk) ∈ Llk , for all k ∈ N.
Assume we have constructed such sequences and we get the required contradiction. Put A =
{pk : k ∈ N}. Since (nk)k is increasing, by Lemma 2.2 (ii), A /∈ Qρ. On the other hand, as (lk)k
is increasing, we have that f [A] ∩ Llk = {f(pk)} for all k ∈ N, and hence f [A] ∈ Pρ ↾ K. This
contradicts that f is an isomorphism.
The sequences (nk)k, (lk)k and (pk)k are defined by recursion. Let p0 ∈ K0 and l0 be such
that f(p0) ∈ Ll0 . Put n0 = 0 and m0 = max{n0, l0}. Suppose we have chosen nk, lk > mk−1 and
pk ∈ Knk such that
f(pk) /∈
mk−1⋃
i=0
Li and f(pk) ∈ Llk .
Let mk = max{nk, lk}. We claim that
(∃n > mk)(∃p ∈ Kn)(f(p) /∈
mk⋃
i=0
Li).
Otherwise, we have that
f [
⋃
n>mk
Kn] ⊆
mk⋃
i=0
Li.
Let D =
⋃
n>mk
Kn. By Lemma 3.4, Pρ ↾ D ∼= Pρ, thus Qρ ↾ D ∼= Qρ. Then, by Lemma 3.3,
Qρ ∼= Qρ ↾ D ∼= Pρ ↾ f [D] = (Qξ0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Qξmk ) ↾ f [D]
∼= Qγ ↾ f [D],
where γ = max{ξ0, . . . , ξmk} < ρ. This contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore, the claim is proved.
Finally, we finish the construction of the sequences (nk)k, (lk)k. Let nk+1 and pk+1 be as in the
claim and lk+1 be greater than mk such that f(pk+1) ∈ Llk+1 .
(ii) and (iii) are proved as case (i).

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Lemma 3.8 (i) Pα 6∼= Pβ ↾ K for all β < α and all K ⊆ N infinite
(ii) Pα 6∼= Qβ ↾ K for all β ≤ α and all K ⊆ N infinite.
(iii) Pα 6∼= Pβ ⊕Qβ for all β ≤ α.
Proof: The proof is by induction on α. It is easy to check that the result holds for α ≤ 1.
Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for all γ < α and we show it for α.
(a) Case α limit.
(i) Let β < α and K ⊆ N infinite. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that f is an isomorphism
witnessing Pα ∼= Pβ ↾ K. Let {Kn : n ∈ N} be the partition of N such that Pα ↾ Kn ∼= Qυαn
(Lemma 3.1). Let m be such that β < υαm. Then Qυαm
∼= Pβ ↾ f [Km]. Since β < υ
α
m, we get a
contradiction using Lemma 3.6 and the inductive hypothesis.
For parts (ii) and (iii), fix β < α and K ⊆ N infinite. Arguing as in part (i) we conclude that
Pα 6∼= Qβ ↾ K for all β < α and Pα 6∼= Pβ ⊕Qβ.
Now we are going to show (ii) and (iii) for α = β.
(ii) Suppose α = β. We have just proved that Pα ≇ Pβ ↾ E, for all β < α and all E ⊆ N
infinite. After taking orthogonal, we get the hypothesis of Lemma 3.7 (i), thus Qα ≇ Pα ↾ K.
Taking orthogonal again we get Pα ≇ Qα ↾ K.
(iii) Suppose α = β and, towards a contradiction, that Pα ∼= Pα ⊕Qα. Then Qα ∼= Pα ↾ C, for
some infinite set C ⊆ N. Taking orthogonal we get Pα ∼= Qα ↾ C. This contradicts what we just
proved in part (ii).
(b) Case α = µ+ 1. Since Pα = (Qµ)
ω, then there is K0 infinite such that Pα ↾ K0 ∼= Qµ.
(i) Let β < α and K ⊆ N infinite. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that f is an isomorphism
witnessing Pα ∼= Pβ ↾ K. Thus Qµ ∼= Pβ ↾ f [K0] and taking orthogonal we get Pµ ∼= Qβ ↾ f [K0].
But that contradicts part (ii) of our inductive hypothesis, as β ≤ µ < α.
(ii) Let β ≤ α and K ⊆ N infinite. First, we suppose β < µ < α. Assume, towards a
contradiction, that f is an isomorphism witnessing that Pµ+1 ∼= Qβ ↾ K. As before, we have
Qµ ∼= Qβ ↾ f [K0] and thus Pµ ∼= Pβ ↾ f [K0], which contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Now
suppose that β = µ. Using part (ii) of Lemma 3.7 we get that Pµ+1 ≇ Qµ ↾ K. Finally, suppose
β = µ + 1. In part (i) we just proved that Pα ≇ Pβ ↾ E, for all β < α and all E ⊆ N infinite,
which is (after taking orthogonal) the hypothesis of Lemma 3.7(i). Thus, Qα ≇ Pα ↾ K. Taking
orthogonal we get Pα ≇ Qα ↾ K.
(iii) Let β ≤ α and K ⊆ N infinite. First, we suppose β < µ. Assume, towards a contradiction,
that Pα ∼= Pβ ⊕Qβ. Let f be a map witnessing this fact. As before, Qµ ∼= (Pβ ⊕Qβ) ↾ f [K0]. By
Lemma 3.6, we conclude that Qµ is isomorphic to either Pγ , Qγ or Pγ ⊕Qγ , for some γ ≤ β < µ.
This contradicts the inductive hypothesis.
Now suppose β = µ. In part (i) we just proved that Pµ+1 ≇ Pµ ↾ E, for all E ⊆ N infinite.
After taking orthogonal, we get the hypothesis of the Lemma 3.7 (iii). Hence, Qµ+1 ≇ Pµ ⊕ Qµ.
Again, we take orthogonal to get Pµ+1 ≇ Pµ ⊕Qµ.
Finally, suppose β = µ+1. Assume, towards a contradiction that Qα⊕Pα ∼= Pα and denote by
g a function witnessing this fact. Let C be an infinite set C ⊆ N such that (Pα ⊕Qα) ↾ C ∼= Qα.
Then, Qα ∼= Pα ↾ g[C]. But in part (ii) we just proved that this is impossible.

From the previous results we immediately get the following
Theorem 3.9 The family B has ℵ1 pairwise non isomorphic ideals.
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As we mentioned in the introduction, we do not know whether B is a complete list of Borel
gaps. However, if I is a Fre´chet ideal (on N) such that I and I⊥ are both Borel, we can consider
the smallest collection B(I) of ideals on N containing I and closed under the operation of taking
countable sums, orthogonal, and closed under restrictions. Since B(I) is closed under restrictions,
we have that FIN ∈ B(I), whence B ⊆ B(I) (by lemma 3.3). Thus, B(I) contains at least ℵ1
pairwise non isomorphic ideals.
4 Borel restrictions of analytic ideals
In this section we give a representation of the ideals in B as restrictions of Iwf . More generally,
given an ideal I it is natural to investigate which restrictions of I belong to B. We analyze this
problem for Iwf , WO(Q) and for the orthogonal of a selective ideals. We could summarize our
results saying that such restrictions belong to B exactly when they are Borel.
4.1 The ideals in B are restrictions of Iwf
Theorem 4.1 Every member of B is isomorphic to some restriction of Iwf and also to some
restriction of Id.
The proof is based in the following facts. Recall that Nt = {s ∈ N<ω : t  s} for each t ∈ N<ω.
Lemma 4.2 (i) Let s ∈ N<ω and Bn be an infinite subset of Nsan for each n ∈ N. Then
Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn.
(ii) Let θ ∈ Nω and put sn = θ ↾ (n− 1)a(θ(n) + 1) and fix an infinite subset Bn of Nsn for each
n ∈ N. Then
Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= (⊕nI
⊥
wf ↾ Bn)
⊥ = (⊕nId ↾ Bn)
⊥.
The figures below illustrate how we are choosing the Bn’s in i) and ii).
Proof: (i) Notice that if A ∈ Iwf ↾ (∪nBn), then A∩Bn is also a well founded set, for all n ∈ N.
Therefore A ∈ ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn. Conversely, if A ∩ Bn ∈ Iwf for all n ∈ N, since {san : n ∈ N} is an
antichain, we have that A is a well founded set. So A ∈ ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn. Thus
A ∈ Iwf ↾ (∪nBn)⇔ A ∈ ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn.
Therefore, Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn.
(ii) Take A ⊆ ∪nBn. If A is well founded, it can only have a non empty intersection with
finitely many Bn’s (otherwise, any tree containing A will have θ as a branch). So there is n0 ∈ N
such that A ⊆
⋃
i≤n0
Bi. From this and Lemma 2.2 we have that A ∈ (⊕nI
⊥
wf ↾ Bn)
⊥. Conversely, if
A ∈ (⊕nId ↾ Bn)
⊥, by Lemma 2.2, there is n0 ∈ N such that A ⊆
⋃
i≤n0
Bi and A ∩ Bi ∈ I
⊥
d ↾ Bi =
Iwf ↾ Bi for every i ≤ n0. Therefore, A ∈ Iwf ↾ (∪nBn). Thus
A ∈ Iwf ↾ (∪nBn)⇔ A ∈ (⊕nId ↾ Bn)
⊥.
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∅s
B0
sa0
B1
sa1
Bn
. . . . . .
t
san
Figure 1: Lemma 4.2 i)
∅
θ
B0
Bn
θ ↾ (n− 1)
θ ↾ (n) θ ↾ (n− 1)a(θ(n) + 1)
. . .
Figure 2: Lemma 4.2 ii)
Hence Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= (⊕nId ↾ Bn)
⊥. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 From Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that the ideals Pα, Qα and Pα⊕Qα
are isomorphic to a restriction of Iwf . Since Id is the orthogonal of Iwf and B is closed under taking
orthogonal, then the result also holds for Id. The proof will be by transfinite induction on α.
For α = 0, take infinite sets A ∈ Iwf and B ∈ Id we have that Iwf ↾ A ∼= P(N), Id ↾ A ∼= FIN,
Iwf ↾ B ∼= FIN and, Id ↾ B ∼= P(N).
Suppose that the result hods for all ξ < α. By definition, Pα = ⊕nQυn , where υn < α for all
n ∈ N. Notice that Iwf ↾ N〈n〉 ∼= Iwf for each n ∈ N. So, by the inductive hypothesis, for each n,
there is Bn ⊆ N〈n〉 such that Iwf ↾ Bn ∼= Qυn . From this and Lemma 4.2(i) we conclude
Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= ⊕nIwf ↾ Bn ∼= ⊕nQυn
∼= Pα.
Now we will show the result for Qα. Notice that Id ∼= Id ↾ N0n+1̂1 for each n ∈ N. By the
inductive hypothesis, for each n, there is Bn ⊆ N0n+1̂1 such that Id ↾ Bn ∼= Pυn . Hence, by Lemma
4.2(ii), where θ is the constantly equal to zero sequence, we have that
Iwf ↾ (∪nBn) ∼= (⊕nId ↾ Bn)
⊥ ∼= (⊕nPυn)
⊥ ∼= Qα.
Thus we have shown that Pα and Qα are isomorphic to a restriction of Iwf .
Finally, since Iwf ∼= Iwf ↾ N〈0〉 and Iwf ∼= Iwf ↾ N〈1〉, there are infinite sets C ⊆ N〈0〉 and
D ⊆ N〈1〉 such that Iwf ↾ C ∼= Pα and Iwf ↾ D ∼= Qα. Thus
Iwf ↾ (C ∪D) ∼= Iwf ↾ C ⊕ Iwf ↾ D ∼= Pα ⊕Qα.

4.2 Borel restrictions of the orthogonal of a selective ideal
The following result is due to Krawczyk [13], we will state it as in the work of P. Dodos and V.
Kanellopoulos [8]. Let C be the collection of chains in N<ω.
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Theorem 4.3 (Krawczyk [13]) Let I be an analytic selective ideal. Then either
(i) I is countably generated, or
(ii) There exists a one-to-one map Ψ : N<ω → N such that C ⊆ {Ψ−1(A) : A ∈ I} and Iwf ⊆
{Ψ−1(B) : B ∈ I⊥}.

Theorem 4.4 Let I be analytic selective ideal and A ⊆ N. The following are equivalent
(i) I ↾ A is countably generated
(ii) I⊥ ↾ A ∈ B.
(iii) I⊥ ↾ A is Borel
(iv) Iwf 6 →֒ I
⊥ ↾ A.
Proof: An ideal is countably generated iff it is a finite direct sum of ideals belonging to {P0, Q0, Q1}.
Therefore, it is clear that (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (iv). The remaining implication follows from 4.3.
In fact, suppose I ↾ A is not countably generated. Since I ↾ A is analytic and selective, there is
Ψ : N<ω → A as in the statement of the theorem 4.3. We claim Iwf →֒ I⊥ ↾ A. If E ∈ Iwf , then
clearly Ψ(E) ∈ I⊥. On the other hand, if E 6∈ Iwf , there is B ∈ C such that B ∩ E is infinite, as
Ψ(B ∩ E) is infinite and belongs to I, then Ψ(E) 6∈ I⊥. 
4.3 Borel restrictions of Iwf
In this section, we analyze the Borel restriction of the ideal Iwf .
Theorem 4.5 For every A ⊆ N<ω, the following are equivalent:
(i) Iwf↾A belongs to B.
(ii) Iwf↾A is Borel.
(iii) Iwf 6 →֒ Iwf ↾ A.
Since Iwf is a complete co-analytic set and each ideal in B is Borel, then it is clear that
(i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii). We will need several auxiliary results for proving the implication (iii)⇒ (i).
The first step is to show that we can reduce the problem to the case when A is a tree. Recall
that a set D ⊆ N<ω is said to be dense, if for all t ∈ N<ω, there is d ∈ D such that t  d. The
following result is probable known, we include its proof for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.6 If D ⊆ N<ω is dense, then Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ D.
Proof: Fix a bijection ϕ : N<ω → N such that ϕ(∅) = 0 and u  t ⇒ ϕ(u) ≤ ϕ(t). Let
ψ be the inverse of ϕ. Inductively, we are going to define a function h : N<ω → D such that
u  t ⇔ h(u)  h(t). If such function exists, it is easy to see that C /∈ Iwf ⇔ h[C] /∈ Iwf .
Therefore, h is an isomorphism between Iwf and Iwf ↾ D.
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We define h(ψ(n)) by induction on n. First, fix any d0 ∈ D and put h(ψ(0)) = d0. Now,
suppose h(ψ(j)) has been defined for j ≤ k. Let u ∈ N<ω and i ∈ N such that ψ(k+1) = uai. Put
Dk = 〈{h(ψ(i)) : i ≤ k}〉 ∪
⋃
{Nh(t) : u ≺ t and ϕ(t) ≤ k}. Since Dk is a ≺-downward closed and
D is dense, then we can choose d ∈ D ∩Nh(u) that is not in Dk. Put h(ψ(k +1)) = d. It is routine
to verify that t ≺ ψ(k + 1)⇔ h(t)  h(ψ(k + 1)).

Lemma 4.7 Let A ⊆ N<ω and T be the tree generated by A. If Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ T , then Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾
A.
Proof: Fix f : N<ω → T witnessing that Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ T . We will define functions h : N<ω → N<ω
and g : D → A where D is the range of h. To make the proof easier to read, let us fix a
bijection ψ : N → N<ω such that ψ(0) = ∅. For n ∈ N, let dn = h(ψ(n)), so that we will have
D = {dn : n ∈ N}. The functions h and g will satisfy the following properties:
(a) ψ(n)  h(ψ(n)), for all n ∈ N,
(b) f(dn)  g(dn), for all n ∈ N,
(c) g(dn+1)  g(di), for all i ≤ n.
From property (a) we get that D is dense in N<ω and hence, by Lemma 4.6, we get that
Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ D.
We claim that properties (b) and (c) implies that Iwf ↾ D
g
→֒ Iwf ↾ A. By (c), it is clear that g
is 1− 1. Now we show that D ⊇ C /∈ Iwf iff g[C] /∈ Iwf :
(⇒) if C ⊆ D is not in Iwf , then f [C] /∈ Iwf and so there are a sequence λ ∈ Nω and an infinite
set {cl : l ∈ N} ⊆ C such that for all l ∈ N, λ ↾ l  f(cl). But f(cl)  g(cl) for all l ∈ N.
Thus, g[C] /∈ Iwf .
(⇐) if g[C] /∈ Iwf there are a sequence η ∈ Nω and an infinite set {cl : l ∈ N} ⊆ C such that for all
l ∈ N, η ↾ l  g(cl). Notice that {f(cl) : l ∈ N} is infinite (as f is 1− 1). Since f(cl)  g(cl)
for all l ∈ N, then the length of the f(cl)’s must increase with l. Hence, η ∈ 〈{f(cl) : l ∈ N}〉
and so f [C] /∈ Iwf . Therefore C /∈ Iwf , as f is an isomorphism.
In summary, assuming that such functions h and g exist, we have that Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ D and
Iwf ↾ D →֒ Iwf ↾ A. Thus, Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ A.
So it remains to show the construction of h and g. We will define h(ψ(n)) and g(dn) by induction
on n.
Pick a ∈ A such that f(∅)  a, and let h(ψ(0)) = d0 = h(∅) = ∅ and g(d0) = a. Note that
∅ = ψ(0)  h(ψ(0)) and f(d0)  g(d0). Suppose we have defined h(ψ(n)) and g(dn) with the
desired properties. We claim that
(∃s ∈ Nψ(n+1))(∃a ∈ A)[f(s)  a and (∀i ≤ n)(a  g(di))]. (4)
Indeed, since the set Nψ(n+1) is infinite and f is 1 − 1, we have that f [Nψ(n+1)] is infinite. In
addition, f [Nψ(n+1)] ⊆ {a ∈ A : (∃s  ψ(n + 1))(f(s)  a)} = P . Hence, P is infinite. This fact
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allows us to pick a ∈ P and s ∈ Nψ(n+1) satisfying (4). Finally, we put h(ψ(n + 1)) = dn+1 = s
and g(dn+1) = a. 
As mentioned above, when analyzing arbitrary restrictions of Iwf , one realizes that the first
kind of restriction to understand is the restriction to trees. To deal with trees we will define a
derivative on subsets of N<ω. Let A ⊆ N<ω, we define
A′ = {a ∈ A : Aa /∈ Id}.
For a successor ordinal, we put A(β+1) = (A(β))′ and for a limit ordinal α we put A(α) =
⋂
ξ<α
A(ξ).
The rank of A, denoted rk(A), is the first ordinal α such that A(α) = A(α+1).
Given a tree T ⊆ N<ω, we notice that T rk(T ) is a tree without terminal nodes.
Lemma 4.8 Suppose α = µ+ 1 and let T be a tree with rank α and such that T (α) = ∅.
(i) If t ∈ T , then rk(Tt) = rk(Tt ∪ {s : s  t}).
(ii) The tree H = {t ∈ T : rk(Tt) = α} is in Id.
Proof: (i) If we let γ = rk(Tt), since T
(α) = ∅, then T
(γ)
t = ∅. Notice also that t ∈ T
(ξ)
t for all
ξ < γ, whence γ is a successor ordinal. Let η be so that γ = η + 1 and put S = Tt ∪ {s : s  t}.
Then S(η) = T
(η)
t ∪ {s : s  t} and the result follows.
(ii) Suppose H 6∈ Id. Then there is t ∈ H such that K = {n : t
an ∈ H} is infinite. For every
n ∈ K the set Ttan has rank α; so by part (i), T
∗
tan
= {s : s  tan} ∪ Ttan has rank α. Consider
the tree L =
⋃
n∈K T
∗
tan
⊆ H. We claim that t ∈ L(α). In fact, as T
(µ)
tan
⊆ L
(µ)
t , then t
an ∈ L
(µ)
t for
all n ∈ K and thus L
(µ)
t 6∈ Id. Hence α < rk(L) ≤ rk(H) = α and this is a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.9 Let H be an infinite tree in Id. For every s ∈ H, let Ps ⊆ N<ω be a set consisting
of extensions of s such that Ps ∩H = ∅ and (Ps)s∈H is pairwise disjoint. Let P =
⋃
s∈H Ps and
R = H ∪ P . If Iwf ↾ Ps ∈ B for all s ∈ H, then Iwf ↾ R ∈ B.
Proof: We will first proof that Iwf ↾ P ∈ B. We claim that
A ∈ Iwf ↾ P ⇔ (∃t0, . . . , tp ∈ H)(A ⊆
⋃
i≤p
Pti and (∀i ≤ p) A ∩ Pti ∈ Iwf ). (5)
In fact, let A ⊆
⋃
s∈H Ps with A ∈ Iwf . By the definition of Iwf , the tree generated by A, denoted
〈A〉, belongs to Iwf . Notice also that H ⊆ 〈
⋃
s∈H Ps〉. If A meets infinitely many Ps’s, then 〈A〉
has infinite many elements of H (because Ps ∩ Pr = ∅ for s 6= r) and then 〈A〉 /∈ Iwf (because
H ∈ Id = I
⊥
wf ). Thus, {s ∈ H : A ∩ Ps 6= ∅} is finite. Put {t0, . . . , tp} = {s ∈ H : A ∩ Ps 6= ∅}.
Then, A ⊆
⋃
i≤p Pti . The reverse implication is trivial as Iwf is an ideal.
So we have established (5). By Lemma 2.2 and the fact that Js = Iwf ↾ Ps ∈ B for s ∈ H, we
have that
Iwf ↾ P ∼=
(
⊕s∈HJ
⊥
s
)⊥
∈ B.
Finally, since H ∈ Id and H ∩ P = ∅ we have that
Iwf↾R ∼= Iwf↾H ⊕ Iwf↾P ∼= FIN⊕ Iwf↾P ∈ B.

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Lemma 4.10 Let T be tree on N and α = rk(T ).
(i) If Tα 6= ∅, then Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ T .
(ii) If Tα = ∅, then Iwf ↾ T ∈ B.
Proof: (i) Suppose Tα 6= ∅. Since Tα = Tα+1, then Tα is a tree without terminal nodes.
Moreover, given t ∈ Tα, as (Tα)t /∈ Id, we have that
(∀t ∈ Tα)(∃s  t)(A(t, s) = {n : san ∈ (Tα)t} is infinite.) (6)
For each t ∈ Tα, if s is chosen as in (6), we consider the increasing enumeration of A(t, s) =
{n
(t,s)
0 < · · · < n
(t,s)
k < · · · }. We can define now an injection f : N
<ω → N<ω by induction on the
levels of N<ω, witnessing i). Lets start defining f(∅) = ∅. By (6), there is some s∅  ∅ so that the
set A(∅, s∅) is infinite. We define f on the first level by f〈k〉 = s
a
∅ n
(∅,s∅)
k . We will define f on one
more level to make the construction clear. For every k ∈ N, choose sf〈k〉  f〈k〉 as in (6). For each
l ∈ N, we define f(〈k, l〉) = sf〈k〉
an
(f〈k〉,sf〈k〉)
l .
It is easy to check that f is 1-1 and A ⊆ N<ω is well founded iff f [A] ∈ Iwf . Therefore
Iwf →֒ Iwf ↾ T .
(ii) We will see that Iwf ↾ T ∈ B, whenever T
α = ∅, by induction on α. If T ′ = ∅, then T ∈ Id
and therefore Iwf ↾ T ∼= FIN ∈ B. Now suppose that for every ξ < α and for every tree S with
rk(S) = ξ, if S(ξ) = ∅ then Iwf ↾ S ∈ B. Take a tree T with rank α and such that T
(α) = ∅. Notice
that α cannot be a limit ordinal, so let β be such that α = β + 1. Consider the set
H = {t ∈ T : rk(Tt) = α}.
By Lemma 4.8, H is a tree in Id. For every s ∈ H, let
Ms = {n ∈ N : rk(Tsan) < α}.
By Lemma 4.8, the tree Tsan ∪ {u : u  s
an} has rank smaller than α for every s ∈ H and
n ∈Ms. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, Iwf ↾ Tsan ∈ B for every s ∈ H and n ∈Ms. Put
Ps = ∪n∈MsTsan. From Lemma 4.2(i) we have that Iwf ↾ Ps ∈ B. We claim that
T = H ∪
⋃
s∈H
Ps.
In fact, only one inclusion needs a proof. Let t ∈ T . If rk(Tt) = α, then t ∈ H. If rk(Tt) < α, let
t′ be the minimal initial segment of t such that rk(Tt′) < α. Notice that l0 = |t
′| > 0. Therefore,
the minimality of t′ implies that s = t′ ↾ (l0 − 1) ∈ H. Then t ∈ Ps and s ∈ H.
Thus, T = H ∪
⋃
s∈H Ps, where Ps ∩H = ∅ and, Iwf ↾ Ps ∈ B for every s ∈ H. If H is a finite
set , then
Iwf ↾ T ∼= Iwf ↾
⋃
s∈H
Ps ∼= ⊕s∈HIwf ↾ Ps ∈ B.
If H is infinite, applying Lemma 4.9 we get that Iwf ↾ T ∈ B. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5 It remains to show that (iii) implies (i). Suppose Iwf 6 →֒ Iwf ↾ A. Let T
be the tree generated by A. By Lemma 4.7 we have Iwf 6 →֒ Iwf ↾ T . Thus, from Lemma 4.10 we
conclude that Iwf ↾ T ∈ B. Hence, by Lemma 3.6, Iwf ↾ A ∼= Iwf ↾ (T ∩A) ∈ B. 
By taking orthogonal, we get the following immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5.
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Corollary 4.11 Let A be a subset of N<ω. Then Id 6 →֒ Id ↾ A iff Id ↾ A ∈ B.
From the previous result and Theorem 4.1 we get the following.
Corollary 4.12 If Iwf ↾ A is Borel, then Iwf ↾ A is Fσδ.
4.4 Borel restrictions of WO(Q)
In this section we will show a result analogous to Theorem 4.5 for the ideal WO(Q) of the well
founded subsets of WO(Q). For simplicity, we will write WO instead of WO(Q). We first observe
that WO⊥ is the ideal of well founded subsets of (Q, <∗) where <∗ is the reversed order of Q. In
fact, the map x 7→ −x from Q onto Q is an isomorphism between WO and WO⊥. In particular,
WO is a Fre´chet ideal.
We recall that linear order (L,<) is said to be scattered, if it does not contain a order-isomorphic
copy of Q. The main result is the following.
Theorem 4.13 For every A ⊆ Q, the following are equivalent:
(i) A is scattered (with the order inherited from Q).
(ii) WO↾A belongs to B.
(iii) WO↾A is Borel.
(iv) WO 6 →֒WO ↾ A.
Since WO is a complete co-analytic set (see [12, 33.2]) and each ideal in B is Borel, then it is
clear that (ii)⇒ (iii)⇒ (iv). To see (iv)⇒ (i), suppose A ⊆ Q is not scattered. Any embedding of
(Q, <) inside (A,<) is also an embedding from WO into WO ↾ A. So it only remains to show that
(i) implies (ii). For that end we need to recall a well known result of Hausdorff about countable
scattered orders.
Given a sequence of linear orders (Ln, <n) over a disjoint collection of sets (Ln)n∈N, the sum∑
n∈N Ln is defined as the lexicographical order on L =
⋃
n Ln. That is to say, for x, y ∈ L, x <L y
iff either x, y ∈ Ln for some n and x <n y or x ∈ Ln and y ∈ Lm with n < m. The sum of two (or
finitely many) linear orders is defined in a similar manner. If L is a linear order, then L∗ denotes
the reversed order.
We denote by SC the closure of {(N, <)} under the operations of taking countable or finite
sums and reversal of an order. The collection SC is naturally presented as an increasing union of
of families SCα with α < ω1. Where SC0 consists of N, N∗ and the sums of them N + N∗ and
N∗ + N. Then SCα consists of sums of orders of rank smaller than α and its reversed orders. We
say that L has rank α, if L ∈ SCα and L 6∈ SCβ for all β < α.
Theorem 4.14 (Hausdorff [16]). A countable linear order is scattered iff it is isomorphic to an
order in SC.
Notice that if L ⊆ Q, then (L,<Q)∗ is isomorphic to (−L,<Q) (where −L = {−x : x ∈ L}).
The following simple observation is the key fact to prove our result.
Lemma 4.15 Let L ⊆ Q.
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(i) If L is order isomorphic to a sum
∑
n∈N Ln, for some disjoint sequence of sets Ln ⊆ Q, then
WO↾L ∼=
⊕
nWO↾Ln.
(ii) If L is isomorphic to a sum L1 + L2 where L1 and L2 are disjoint subsets of Q, then WO↾
L ∼=WO↾L1 ⊕WO↾L2.
(iii) (WO↾L)⊥ ∼=WO↾L∗.

Proof of Theorem 4.13: It only remains to show that (i) implies (ii). This is done by induction
on the scattered order. The base of the induction is trivial since it is clear that if L ⊆ Q is order
isomorphic to N, then WO↾L ∼= P(N). The rest follows from Lemma 4.15. 
Corollary 4.16 Neither Iwf nor WO is isomorphic to a restriction of the other.
Proof: Recall that x 7→ −x is an isomorphism between WO and WO⊥. Suppose WO ∼= Iwf ↾ A.
Then WO ∼= WO⊥ ∼= I⊥wf ↾ A = Id ↾ A, which implies that WO is Borel, as Id is Borel, and that
is a contradiction.
Suppose Iwf ∼= WO ↾ A. Then Id ∼= WO
⊥ ↾ A ∼= WO ↾ (−A). Hence WO ↾ (−A) is Borel,
hence −A is scattered by previous theorem. Thus A is also scattered and thus WO ↾ A is Borel.
Hence Iwf is Borel, which is a contradiction. 
5 Examples of sequential analytic spaces
As it was explained in the introduction, any ideal can be identified with a topological space on
X = N ∪ {∞} such that the space is Fre´chet iff the ideal is Fre´chet. This idea can be extended
to construct other more complex topological spaces. Perhaps the most well known example is Seq
(and its variations) which have been studied by several people (see for instance [5, 14, 19, 25]).
We will follow the presentation given in [25] where they study a topology τF on N<ω where F is a
filter over N, such that (N<ω, τF ) is a sequential space (see the definition below) iff F is a Fre´chet
filter (i.e. its dual ideal is Fre´chet). In fact, they constructed a family of size bigger than the
continuum of Fre´chet filters such that the corresponding sequential spaces (N<ω, τF ) are pairwise
non homeomorphic. They ask if there is an uncountable family of analytic Fre´chet filters with the
same property. The purpose of this section is to give a positive answer to that question.
Let us recall that a topological space X is sequential if whenever A ⊆ X is non closed, then there
is a sequence (xn)n in A converging to a point not in A. Clearly, any Fre´chet space is sequential,
but the reciprocal is not true.
Let F be a filter on N containing the cofinite sets. Define a topology τF over N<ω by letting a
subset U of N<ω be open if, and only if, {n ∈ N : san ∈ U} ∈ F , for all s ∈ U . The prototypical
sequential space of sequential rank ω1 is the well known Arkhangle’skiˇı-Franklin space Seq which
turns out to be homeomorphic to (N<ω, τFIN). The main result of this section is that the topological
spaces corresponding to the dual filters of the ideals in B are pairwise non-homeomorphic. We need
some preliminary results.
Lemma 5.1 ([25]) Let F be a filter on N containing the cofinite sets. Then
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(i) (N<ω, τF ) is T2, zero dimensional and has no isolated points.
(ii) (N<ω, τF ) is sequential if, and only if, F is a Fre´chet filter.
(iii) If (N<ω, τF ) is sequential, then Seq embeds into it as a closed subspace and therefore (N<ω, τF )
has sequential order ω1.
(iv) The space (N<ω, τF ) is homogeneous.
(v) If F is Borel, then τF is Borel (as a subset of 2
N<ω ).
We also need the following fact.
Lemma 5.2 Every ideal I in B \ {P0} is isomorphic to any restriction of itself to a set in its dual
filter and P0 is isomorphic to any restriction of itself to an infinite set.
Proof: The claim about P0 is obvious. Suppose I be an ideal in B not isomorphic to P0 and K
such that N \K ∈ I. We first treat the case when N \K infinite. We have that
I ∼= I ↾ (K ∪ N \K) ∼= I ↾ K ⊕ I ↾ (N \K) ∼= I ↾ K ⊕ P(N)∼=I ↾ K.
The last equivalence follows from Theorem 3.2.
Suppose now that N\K infinite. We will argue by induction. The basic case is straightforward.
Assume that for all α < β and for all cofinite set L with N \ L ∈ I we have J ↾ L ∼= J , whenever
J ∈ {Pα, Qα, Pα ⊕Qα}. Fix a cofinite set K in the dual filter of I.
Suppose I = Pβ . Consider a sequence of ordinals (µn)n all less than β and consider a partition
(Ln)n of N such that I =
⊕
n∈N In, where I ↾ Ln
∼= In ∼= Qµn for every n ∈ N (see lemma 3.1
and lemma 3.4). Since Qµn ≇ P0, we must have that Ln /∈ In ∼= Qµn . On the other hand, since
Ln = ((N\K)∩Ln)∪ (K ∩Ln) and K is cofinite, then it must be the case that K ∩Ln /∈ In ∼= Qµn .
Then, applying the inductive hypothesis, we get that In ↾ (K ∩ Ln) ∼= In ∼= Qµn . Therefore,
Pβ ↾ K ∼= I ↾ K ∼=
⊕
n∈N
In ↾ (K ∩ Ln) ∼=
⊕
n∈N
In ∼= Pβ.
Suppose now that I = Qβ. Then I ↾ K ∼= (I
⊥ ↾ K)⊥ ∼= (Pβ ↾ K)
⊥ ∼= P⊥β
∼= Qβ.
Finally, suppose I = I0 ⊕ I2 ∼= Pβ ⊕ Qβ. Then I ↾ K ∼= I0 ↾ (K ∩ A) ⊕ I1 ↾ (K ∩ B), where
(A,B) is a partition of N such that I ↾ A ∼= I0 ∼= Pβ and I ↾ B ∼= I1 ∼= Qβ. Since β 6= 0 we have
that Pβ ≇ P0; moreover, Qβ ≇ P0. Therefore, A /∈ I0 and B /∈ I1. Since K is cofinite, we have
that K ∩ A /∈ I0 and K ∩ B /∈ I1. Therefore, I0 ↾ (K ∩ A) ∼= Pβ and I1 ↾ (K ∩ B) ∼= Qβ whence
I ↾ K ∼= I. 
We denote by Fα the dual filter of Pα, by τα the topology τFα , and by N
[1] ⊆ N<ω the set of
sequences of length 1.
Proposition 5.3 If α 6= β, then (N<ω, τα) ≇ (N<ω, τβ).
Proof: Suppose that (N<ω, τα) ∼= (N<ω, τβ) and let h : N<ω → N<ω be an homeomorphism
witnessing this fact. By part (iv) of Lemma 5.1 we can assume that h(∅) = ∅. Consider the sets
A = {h(〈n〉) : n ∈ N} ∩ N[1], B = {s(0) : s ∈ A}, and C = {h−1(s)(0) : s ∈ A}. Using Lemma
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5.1(ii) it is easy to see that B ∈ Fβ, C ∈ Fα, and Fα ↾ B ∼= Fβ ↾ C. Thus, by Lemma 5.2, Fα ∼= Fβ
and by Lemma 3.8, α = β.

The next result gives a positive answer to question 6.9 of [25].
Corollary 5.4 There is an uncountable family of pairwise non-homeomorphic analytic sequential
spaces of sequential order ω1.
Since the topology of those spaces is analytic (in fact, Borel), then they are homeomorphic to
a subspace of Cp(NN) (by Proposition 6.1 of [24]).
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank the referee for his (her) comments and suggestions which
improved the presentation of the results.
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